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We obtain sufficient conditions on a real valued function f, continuous on 
[0, +co), to insure that, for some nonnegative integer n, there is a nonnegative 
number r(n) so that for any r > r(n), the polynomial of best approximation to 
f on [0, r] from nn is increasing and nonnegative on [r, +a). Here, rr, denotes 
the set of all real polynomials of degree n or less. The proofs of Theorems 1 and 
2 use only properties of Lagrange interpolation while that of Theorem 3 employs 
results on the location of interpolation points in Chebyshev approximation. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we obtain sufficient conditions on a real-valued functionf, 
continuous on [0, + co), to insure that, for some nonnegative integer n, 
there is a nonnegative number r(n) so that for any r 3 r(n), the polynomial 
of best approximation to f on [0, r] from rrn is increasing and nonnegative 
on [r, + co). (Here, n, denotes the set of all real polynomials of degree n 
or less.) 
The interest in this problem stems from a method of proof used in the 
study of rational Chebyshev approximation to reciprocals of entire functions 
as in [2], [3], and [4]. In fact, the proof of Theorem 5 in [3] uses the special 
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case, Corollary 1, of our Theorem 1. Namely, f is assumed there to be an 
entire function all of whose Maclaurin coefficients are nonnegative. 
However, we also feel that this is an interesting problem in its own right. 
The proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 use only properties of Lagrange inter- 
polation while Theorem 3 uses results of Rowland [5] and [6] on the location 
of the interpolation points in Chebyshev approximation. 
2. CONSTRUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS 
We begin by stating two lemmas whose proofs are elementary. The proof 
of Lemma 1 follows easily from a finite Taylor series representation forfwith 
remainder. 
LEMMA 1. Assume f E Cm[O, + co), m > 0, satisfies f’“‘(x) > B,,, > 0 
for all x > 0. Then, for each integer.j with 0 < j < m, the quantity rj(f) = 
inf{t > 0: f(j)(x) > 0 on (t, + co)} is$nite. 
The proof of Lemma 2 below follows easily from expanding the inter- 
polating polynomial in Newton interpolation form, and using known 
properties of divided differences. 
LEMMA 2. Assume f E P[O, + RI), m >, 0. Then, the following are 
equivalent: 
(i) f(m)(x) 3 B, > 0 for all x 3 0; 
(ii) any polynomial pm E rr, which interpolates f in any m + 1 finite 
points (counting multiplicities) of [0, + co) satisfies PC)(X) > B, > 0 for all x. 
We remark that if pm interpolates f E C?[O, + co) in a finite point x0 > 0 
with multiplicity k, 1 < k < m + 1, then, as is customary, this means that 
(f -p,#)(xO) = 0 for all 0 < i < k - 1. 
Next, given f E Cm[O, + co) with f cm)(x) 3 B, > 0 for all x E [0, + co), 
let the finite numbers rj(f), 0 < j < m, be defined as in Lemma 1, and define 
the nonnegative quantity C, by 
cm = - ,I&lm [mi: f ‘j’(x); O] > 0. 
Note that if all ri(f), 0 < j < m, are zero, so is C, . We then consider the 
particular polynomials Hi,,, E rj , defined for 0 < j < m by 
Hi,,(x) = 5 - 
j-1 
cm zz (m -T+ i)! , j > 0; K&x) 5 $ . (2) 
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LEMMA 3. There exists a least nonnegative real number oi,m such that 
Hj:$(x) > 0 for all x E (ffj,m , +co) and all 0 < i < j. Moreover, o~,~ = 
maxosisj qm , and 
< (max(m - 1; jmC,,/B,); C,, > 0‘ 
aj,, , ! 0 I ;C,=O’ 
Proof. Of course, we can choose (T~,~ = 0 if C, = 0. In particular, 
we set (T~,~ = 0. Fixingj > 0, if C, > 0, then by Descartes’ rule of signs, 
Hj,,(x) has exactly one positive zero, which we define as oj,m. . A classical 
result of Cauchy (cf. [I, p. 951) states that all zeros X of Hi,m satisfy 
I h I d uj,m * But, if the zeros X of Hi,m all lie in the disk {z: 1 z / < (T~,~}, so
does their convex hull. Consequently, by the Gauss-Lucas Theorem 
(cf. [I, p. 14]), all the zeros p of any H,!fA , i 2 0, also satisfy 1 p j < CT~,~ . 
Thus, HjfA(x) is of one sign on (u~,~ , + co) and hence positive there for each 
O<i,(j. 
To obtain the upper bound for uj,, when C, > 0, first note that 
xj-l 
(m - l)! a (mxTi)! 
for 1 < i < j 
is valid for any x > m - 1. Thus, on adding the above inequalities, 
jxi-1 i-l 
(m - l)! ’ go(m -?+ i)! ’ 
Hence, Hj,,(x) 3 (Bmxj/m!) - jC,xj-‘/(m - l)! = (xj-‘/m!)[B,x - jmC,,J 
for any x > m - 1 and C, > 0. Since the term in brackets is nonnegative for 
x 3 jmC,J& , then Hi,,(x) 3 0 for all x > max{m - 1, (jmC,/B,)). But 
as Hj,,(x) > 0 for x 3 0 only if x 2 uj,m , then 
< (max(m - 1 ;.jmC,/B,,J; C, > 0 
ai,m --. t 0 t ; cm = 0 * 
Finally, it follows from (2) that 
Hi,,(x) = xH~-~,Jx) - C&m -j)! . 
Since Hj-l,m(gj-l,m) = 0, then Hi,,(aj-l,,) = -C,J(m - j)! < 0, whence 
uj-l,m < 0j.m . Thus, 0j.m = maxo~igj ~i,~ . Q.E.D. 
This brings us to 
THEOREM 1. Assume f E C?[O, + co), m > 0, satisjies f(“)(x) > B, > 0 
for all x > 0, and set r(m) = r,* + a,,, , where rm* = max,gj+ (r&f)), 
the quantities rj(f) and om,m being deJined respectively in Lemmas 1 and 3. 
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Then, for any r >, r(m), any polynomialp, E VT,, which interpolates f in m + 1 
points (counting multiplicities) of [0, r] satisfies 
pi’(x) > 0 Jbr all x > r, all 0 < i < m. (3) 
Moreover, the quantity r(m) can be bounded above by 
r(m) < rm* + (max(m - 1; m‘W,,JB,,J; C, > 0 I 0 i ;C,=O’ 
Before proving Theorem 1, several comments can be made. First, for any 
r 3 0, ifp, interpolatesfin m + 1 points of [0, r], it follows from Lemma 2 
that pm (m) > B > 0. Thus, applying Lemma 1 to pm gives us the existence 
of the least nomnnegative real numbers rj(pm) 3 0 such that p:‘(x) > 0 on 
(rj( pm), + oo) for each 0 < j < m. Hence, p:‘(x) > 0 on (R, , + co) for all 
0 < i < m, where R, = max ,,sjC, rj( p,), but it is in general possible that 
R, > r. If R,, > r, then the desired strictly increasing nature (3) of the 
interpolant pm takes place not immediately to the right of the interpolation 
interval [0, r], but on (Rm , + co). Thus, the major point in Theorem 1 is that 
it is possible to select r >, 0 sufficiently large such that R, < r, regardless 
of the interpolation points in [0, r]. Another point of Theorem 1 is that an 
upper bound for r(m) is given in (4). 
Proof. For r 3 r(m), consider any P,~ E Z-,, which interpolates f in any 
m + 1 points (counting multiplicities) in [0, r], and label these interpolation 
points 
Using the convention throughout that nF=, (X - xi) = 1, whenever k < 0, 
we first express pm in Newton interpolation series form, i.e., 
pm(x) = f aj ‘z (x - xi) with aj = f [x,, , x1 ,..., xj], (5) 
j,o i=O 
where f[xo , x1 ,..., xj], j > 1, is the divided difference of f in the points 
x0 3 x, ,..., xj , and f[xo] E f(xo). For any 1 < j < m, it is well-known that 
fbo , Xl ,.-., xj] = fu)(.!JJlj!, where xj < ti < x0 if xj < x0, and fj = x0 if 
xj = x0 . Next, for each i with 0 < i < m, we analyze the i + 1 “right-most” 
terms of pm , by defining 
P~A$ = a, fi (x - x,-~) + a,-, fi (x - 47-d + ... + a,-, , (6) 
j=l j=z 
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so that pi,m E 7~~ for each 0 < i < m, and also pnz,&x) = p,(x) (cf. (5)). In 
addition, it follows from (6) that, for m > 0, 
PiAX) = Pi-l,ntX) * (X - k-i) + am-i , 1 <i<m, (7) 
so that (6) and (7) in essence represent a Horner-like method for recursively 
defining pm(x). 
By hypothesis, JI,,~(x) = a, = f[x,, , x1 ,..., x,] 3 f(nzJ(&,J/m! > B,/m! . 
Thus, from the definition in (2), then 
P~,,(x> 2 f&&-4 = Wm! > 0 for all x > r. (8) 
Next, for m > 0, consider ~r,*~(x) = pO,,(x) . (x - x,+J + a,-, , where 
h1 = f [x0 , x1 ,..., x,-J = f(nl-l)(fm-l)/(m - I)!, withx,-, -i (m-I < x0. 
Two cases arise. 
Case 1. r,* <x,-,. 
In this case, it follows from the definition of rm* in the statement of 
Theorem 1 that a,-, > 0. Thus, using (8), we deduce that pr,Jx) 3 
P,,~(x) ’ (x - x,-r) > 0 for all x > r, and that p:Qx) = p,,,(x) > 0 for 
all x > r, i.e., 
p?)m(x) > 0 for all x > r and for all 0 < i < 1. 
Case 2. x,-~ < rm*. 
In this case, for x > r, then x - x,,+~ > r - r,,,* > um,11L . Next, if 
tkl 3 r,dfh then a,-, > 0 and we can surely bound a,-, below by 
a,-, I > -C,J(m - l)! . If [,,-r < r,-,(f), the previous inequality still holds 
from the definition of C,, . Thus, from (8), 
Pi,&) = ~~,d-4 - 6 - -GA + a,-, 3 (Bmam,d/m! + a,,-, 
>, (&u,,,)/m! - C&m - l)! = HI,m(am,~) > 0, 
the last inequality following from the fact that ~r,~ <a,,, (cf. Lemma 3) and 
the definition of ulSm . Upon differentiating, we further see, as in the previous 
case, that 
PzdX) > 0 for all x > r and 0 < i < I. 
The inductive step is now clear. Assuming for m > 0 that 
pj!!l,,(x) > 0 for all x > r and all 0 < i < ,j - 1, (9) 
and that 
for all X > r if X7,,-(j-1) < r,,,*, (10) 
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we then consider pj,,(x) = P~-&x) . (x - x,-~) + a,+ . Recalling that 
am-j = f[Xo , X1 ,..., X,-j] = f (m-i)(&J(m - j)!, two cases similarly arise. 
Case 1. r,* <X,-j. 
In this case, it again follows from the definition of r,* that am-j > 0. Hence, 
pj,m(x) > Pj-l,m(X) . (x - x,-J > 0 for all x > r from i = 0 of (9). 
Moreover, since in general 
p !s (x) 3.m = p !i’ 3 1,m (x) . (x - x -.) + ip?-l) (x) m 3 3 1,m for any i > 1, (11) 
it follows from the inductive hypothesis of (9) that 
p,‘fl(x) > 0 for all x > r and all 0 < i < j. 
Case 2. x,-~ < r,“. 
In this case, for x > r then x - x,-~ > r - r,* 3 u~,~. With the 
inductive hypothesis of (lo), then for x > r, 
Pod4 = Pj-l*&) - (x - &n-j> + G-j 
3 ffj-l.m(~m,m) *km. - G&m -A! 
but, as this last sum of two terms is, from (2), just Hj,m(a,,,), then 
Pj,?&) 3 %n(%,m) > 0 for all x > r if x,-~ < r,*. 
Again, using (11) and the inductive hypothesis of (9), we see that 
P,‘%(X) > 0 for all x > r and all 0 < i < j. 
This completes the induction. Thus, since pm(x) = pWL,Jx), then 
p:‘(x) > 0 for all x > r and all 0 < i < m. Q.E.D. 
Of course, if f E Cm[O, + co) satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 1 and 
moreover has f(j)(O) > 0 for all 0 < j < m, then r(m) can be chosen to be 
zero in Theorem 1. This gives us the following. 
COROLLARY 1. Assume f E P[O, + oo), m > 0, that f’“‘)(x) 2 B, > 0 
for all x 3 0, and that f ‘j)(O) 3 0 for all 0 < j < m. Then, for any r 3 0, any 
polynomial pm E rm which interpolates f in any m + 1 points (counting 
multiplicities) of [O, r] satisfies (3). 
Next, given f E P[O, + co), suppose that there exists a strictly increasing 
sequence {nd,“,, of nonnegative integers such that 
for each nonnegative integer k, there exists a real number 
Bnt > 0 such that f “+‘(x) 3 B,, > 0 for all x >, 0. (12) 
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Clearly, we can apply Theorem 1 toffor each m = n, , and thus, we deduce 
that, for each k 3 0, there is a real number r(nk) such that for any r > r(q), 
any polynomial pnn. E 7~,,~ which interpolates f in any lzk + 1 points in [0, r], 
satisfies 
p:;(x) > 0 for all x > r and all 0 < i f nk . (13) 
Actually, what we are interested in is the manner in which the numbers Y(Q) 
increase with k. Of course, Theorem 1 directly provides an upper bound for 
each r(qJ, but, as we now show, the existence of lower derivatives strictly 
positive on [0, co) allows us to sharpen the upper bound (4) of Theorem 1 
for r&c). Specifically, in analogy with (1) and (2) we introduce the notation 
cng G - min [minf(j)(x); 0] > 0, 
n,_I+l<i<n, x,-O 
s = 0, l,..., (14) 
L, = n.9 - (n,-, + 1) > 0, 
and,forO<.j<L,, 
s = 0, l,..., (15) 
Bn8xi 
-- 
ffdx) = (ns)! ,i > 0; 
(16) 
where we set n-, = - 1. 
We then have the following. 
THEOREM 2. Let f be a real-valuedfunction in P[O, + oo), and let {nlc}& 
be a strictly increasing sequence of nonnegative integers for which (12) is valid. 
Then, for each nonnegative integer k, there is a real number r(n,) such that for 
any r > r(n,), any polynomial pn, E zrn which interpolates f in any nL + 1 
points (counting multiplicities) of [0, r] sitisjies 
p::(x) > 0 for all x > r and ah 0 < i < nk . 
Moreover, with rzk = max,,&js,k (rj(f)), the quantities rj(f) being defined in 
Lemma 1, then 
Proof. As previously mentioned, the existence of such an r(&) is guaran- 
teed by Theorem 1. It remains then to establish the upper bound for r(+) 
in (17). 
640/14/4-4 
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For any Y > r(n,), consider any pnk E m,,k which interpolates f in any 
nk + 1 points (counting multiplicities) of [0, r]. As in the proof of Theorem 1, 
label these points 
0 < x,, < x,,-l < ..’ < x0 < r. 
Expressing pnk in Newton interpolation series form, 
p,,(x) = 5 aj 'n' (x - Xi) with Qj s f[xo , x1 ,,.., xj], 
j=O i=O 
we then write pnk in the form 
P&) = i Q.dxh where QS(x) = f uj ‘z (x - xi), 
S=O j=+~,_lil i=O 
and where n-, = - I. Note that QS E 7~~~ . Then, writing Qs as 
n,-I j-1 
Q,(x) = fl (x - xj) - R,(x), where R,(x) = 2 uj n (x - xi), 
j=O i=n,-l+l i=n,-l+l 
(18) 
we note that (I$:;’ (x - xj))ti) > 0 on (r, + 00) for all 0 < i < n,-, + 1. 
Next, with the definition of L, in (15), it follows that R, E rrL* , and hence, 
it suffices to show that R?)(x) > 0 for all x E (r, co) and for all 0 < i < L, , 
for, using the chain rule for differentiation of a product, this will imply 
that the product QS , as given in (18), then satisfies Qf’(x) > 0 for all x > r 
and all 0 < i < n, . 
To show that R?)(x) > 0 for all x > r and for all 0 < i < L, , we now 
simply modify the proof of Theorem 1. Let CT~,~,  as guaranteed by Lemma 3, 
be the least nonnegative real number such that HjfJx) > 0 for all x > ai,,. 
and for all 0 < i <,j, where Hi,,8 is defined in (16). The proof of Lemma 3 
easily shows that 
< n, max(l; G$AJ; Gs > 0 
u,,n* --. 1 0 
and that uj,n .3 = maxoci9j Ui,n, . Thus, 
< p, max(l; LCn8/BnJ; Gs > 0) 
OL,.~, = max qn, , O<i<L, I 0 ; ens = Of' (19) 
Then, directly applying the inductive proof of Theorem 1 to R, , rather than 
to Pn, 9 shows that we can set r&J = rzk + maxossGk (uL, , q), and the 
desired result of (17) then follows from (19). Q.E.D. 
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3. CHEBYSHEV APPROXIMATION 
As mentioned earlier, iffsatisfies the assumptions of Theorem 1, then the 
polynomial pnL* E 7~, of best Chebyshev approximation toJon [O, r] from rr, 
surely satisfies the conclusion (3) of Theorem I, since pnL* interpolates fin at 
least m -+ I distinct points of [0, r]. In contrast with Theorem 1 which only 
uses interpolation by polynomials, the next result makes specific use of 
polynomials of best approximation. 
THEOREM 3. Assume f E CnLi~l[O, t co), m 2 0, is such that f(jnY~l)(x) is 
positive and strictly increasing on (0, + CC), and set 
F(m) = 2r,*//l - cos (7,*)\, 
where r,,,* :S max,Gi(m (rj(f)), the quantities ri(f) being defined in Lemma 1. 
Then, for any r > f(m), the polynomial pn,* E rrV, of best approximation to f 
on [O, r] from rr, satisfies 
p:‘“‘(x) > 0 ,for all x > r and all 0 < i < m. (21) 
ProoJ: Let pm” E 7~~ be the polynomial of best Chebyshev approximation 
to f on [0, r] from rr,, . Now, pm* interpolates fin at least m + 1 distinct 
points of [0, r]. But, the hypothesis that f’“+‘)(x) > 0 on (0, co) gives, from 
Rowland [5, Corollary 2.3 and Theorem 2.21, that pm* interpolates f in 
precisely m + 1 distinct points of [0, r]. We label these points (xj(r)}& where 
0 < x0(r) < x1(r) < -a- < x,,(r) < r. 
Next, with the result of Rowland [6, Theorem 3.31, it directly follows, because 
f’“+l’(x) is by hypothesis positive and strictly increasing on (0, r), that 
In particular, the case k = 0 above gives 
itb(r) = r (1 - cos ( 
7r 
21 2m f 2 
< xs(r) for all 0 < k < m. 
With rnz* = max,-,<jsm (rj(f)), then wO(r) > ml* is equivalent to r > 
2r,*/(l - cos(rr/(2m + 2))) = r”(m) from (20). Hence, for any r > f(m), 
r,* < wdr) < q(r) for all 0 < k < m. (22) 
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Now, if we express, as before, pm* in Newton interpolation series form, i.e., 
m j-1 
p?,*(x) = C aj n (x -- xi(r)) with aj r f[xo(r),..., xj(r)], (23) 
j=O i=O 
then aj = f’j’([Jij! with x0(r) < tj < xi(r) for all 1 ,<j << m, and 
a, = f(x,,(r)). Hence, for any r 3 F(m), it follows from (22) and the definition 
of r,,* that aj > 0 for all 0 <,j -5 m. Thus, differentiating the expression 
for pm. * in (23) then yields 
pp(x) > 0 for all s > r and all 0 < i < m. Q.E.D. 
4. EXAMPLES AND REMARKS 
As in the transition from Theorem 1 to Theorem 2, we can apply 
Theorem 3 to the case where f E P[O, + co), and where (r~~}p=~ is a strictly 
increasing sequence of nonnegative integers for which f(“k+l’(x) is positive 
and strictly increasing on (0, + co) for each k = 0, l,... . If we further assume 
thatfis such that supilzo (rj(f)) ,( R < co, it follows from Theorem 3 that, 
for each k 3 0, the polynomial pz, E ma of best approximation to f on [0, r] 
from 7~~~ satisfies 
p;;‘(x) > 0 for all x > r and all 0 < i < n, , 
where r > 2R/{l - cos(7r/(2n, + 2))) 3 F&J. Tn this situation, these upper 
bounds for F(nJ are U(nk2) as k -+ co. 
Similarly, if fs P[O, + co) is such that SU~~>~ (rj(f)) < R < cc, and if 
supk>, (LKCnL/Bnlc) < D < co, D > 1, then it follows from Theorem 2 that, 
for each k > 0, any polynomial pnk E nnL which interpolates fin any n, + 1 
points (counting multiplicities) of [O, r] satisfies 
p$(x> > 0 for all x > r and all 0 < i < nk , 
where r 3 R + Dnk 3 r(nt). Thus, in this case, these upper bounds for r(nJ 
are O(n,) as k + 00. 
We now apply the above remarks to the specific function 
f(x) = e” + em cos x, 01 < ln(&!) + (37r/4) + 2.703. 
On differentiating f, one sees that Theorem 2 is applicable for the sequence 
no = 0, n, = 3, n2 = 4, n3 = 7, n4 = 8, etc. On the other hand, Theorem 3 
will apply with the sequence no = 2, nl = 6, n2 = 10, etc. Thus, Theorem 2 
and 3 are independent and interlace here. 
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